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Executive Summary
The focus in this report is on facilitating the connection of Distributed Generation (DG) to dense urban
networks, such as those in London, which face particular challenges in terms of the types of DG seeking
connection and the network constraints that make connection difficult and expensive. Urban networks
typically host CHP, diesel and small-scale PV, making the DG mix very different from rural areas, where
wind and large scale PV predominate. The barriers to connection are most often associated with fault
levels rather than thermal or voltage constraints. The Low Carbon London (LCL) project has explored
these issues.
Fault levels are a barrier to DG growth
in urban networks

All Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) are seeing significant growth in DG
due to increased on-site co-generation of heat and power and the introduction of
Feed-in-Tariffs for DG. In urban networks, the main constraint for new connections
is often fault level, rather than thermal or voltage constraints as found in more
rural areas.
The total installed DG capacity in the London Power Network (LPN) licence area is
approximately 1,250 MW. A screening analysis of fault level constraints indicates
that, based on the conventional approach, 58 out of 114 primary substations have
no spare capacity and, where there is some headroom, the average acceptable
new DG capacity is around 6.6 MW.
This review confirms the experience of network planners at UK Power Networks,
which is that fault level constraints in urban networks are the primary barrier
to the connection of DG, and therefore a barrier to the achievement of goals in
renewables and decentralised energy.
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ANM can facilitate DG connections in
constrained networks

Active Network Management (ANM) can be used to facilitate DG connections
in rural areas with thermal and voltage constraints, as other projects have
demonstrated (such as Flexible Plug and Play (FPP), run by UK Power Networks).
The screening analysis performed in this work indicates that up to an additional
619 MW of DG could be connected across 88 primary substations, representing a
significant increase in the total potential DG capacity in London. In the majority
of cases, the role of ANM is to detect when the network is in an abnormal
arrangement or temporary generation is connected, which means the new DG
must be disconnected.
This report describes how ANM can also be used in urban areas with fault level
constraints to make available additional capacity for new DG based on recognising
the additional fault level headroom created:
 By the difference between fault level headroom in intact and outage
conditions; and
 When Short-Term Parallel (STP) is not connected, which is the case for the
vast majority of the time.
ANM makes this possible by employing additional measurements and new forms
of control, connected by new communications infrastructure. This allows DNOs to
respond more effectively to customer requests for new connections.

ANM presents additional opportunities

ANM can help improve network visibility and controllability in general, which
means network operators have more data and more options for improving
network performance. ANM means DNOs have a greater level of flexibility in
network development, making it easier to implement incremental changes such
as the connection of a new generator.
Of special relevance in areas of high demand growth such as London, ANM not
only allows more DG to connect but can also enhance the contribution to security
of supply made by new or existing DG. ANM can thereby help to reduce the overall
costs of maintaining a secure network.

LCL has provided clarity on the
requirements and implications of
ANM implementation

LCL has provided the industry with an opportunity to test and explore new
approaches, including ANM. Based on the valuable knowledge and experience from
LCL and other projects, the industry is converging on a shared understanding of the
requirements around ANM and the implications for their businesses.
Technical requirements for ANM can now be defined in a range of areas including:
 Communications and interfaces;
 Monitoring and data management;
 Reliability and other performance metrics;
 Operational interaction with existing systems and processes; and
 The relationship between ANM and protection in different circumstances.
This report identifies business implications in a range of areas including:
 Assessment of connection applications;
 Commercial arrangements for new and existing DG; and
 Customer engagement.

Executive Summary

Early collaboration during the
connections request process, between
the DNO, customer and other
stakeholders is essential
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The LCL project sought to connect existing DG to ANM on the basis that it would
have little impact on their operation but would release capacity for others. In
practice, this was a dificult proposition that highlighted the need to engage with
customers and other stakeholders early in the connections request process.
There are a number of specific areas where collaboration between DNOs and
customer representatives will be beneficial, for example, clarity on technical
requirements for ANM control from both a network and a customer perspective,
to address fault constraints. Eventually, this will lead to the content and wording
of connection offers, where DG customers who operate across multiple DNO
areas would benefit from consistency of approach. Analysis tools and methods
are already shared across DNOs and the new approaches developed to assess and
quantify the benefits of ANM should be discussed and developed in collaboration
with software providers and a community of users.

Overall Conclusion
The trials undertaken throughout LCL have provided new understanding of
how ANM could facilitate DG connections in an urban network characterised
by fault constraints.
It is recommended that DNOs explore how the outcomes of the LCL project can
be applied to their particular network areas. All the relevant stakeholders should
be involved, so that both customers and network operator can benefit from the
use of ANM to facilitate new DG connections and enhance network performance.
The emphasis in this report is on fault level, due to the considerations required for
dense urban networks, but the business implications of ANM are also valid where
it is used to mitigate thermal or voltage constraints.
While it may be introduced initially to facilitate the connection of new DG, ANM
represents a fundamental shift in distribution network planning and operation.
ANM to facilitate the connection of DG is the first major step in the transition
from a primarily passive DNO to the future vision of a Distribution System
Operator (DSO). The learning from the LCL project makes a valuable contribution
to this transition.
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1
Introduction
1.1. Background
Ofgem introduced in 2010 a Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF) so that different Distribution Network Operators (DNOs)
can research the impact of low carbon technologies (LCTs) on the distribution network. UK Power Networks committed
to deliver a £28.3 million project funded by the LNCF with the objective of investigating through a series of trials the
impact of a wide range of low carbon and Active Network Management (ANM) technologies on London’s electricity
distribution network. The Low Carbon London (LCL) project commenced in January 2011 and will be completed in 2014.
The learning, insights and data from the LCL trials were collated and analysed to understand how the outcomes could
be replicated to other large cities in the UK. These learnings are captured in an integrated set of learning reports from
UK Power Networks and LCL Learning Lab.
This library of reports collectively present a comprehensive analysis offering a practical guide for DNOs on Smart Grids
and the electricity distribution network, complemented by academically rigorous studies from ICL.

1.2. Purpose
The main network constraint affecting DG connections in the electricity network in London is fault level. In some
circumstances this constraint can be overcome by making DG sites subject to immediate disconnection under certain
network conditions. For example, a transformer going out of service might automatically trigger the disconnection, or
tripping, of DG. This type of “intertrip” solution is one option for connecting DG under fault level constraints. There is
considerable interest in identifying alternative solutions that provide more flexibility and that release more capacity
for additional DG connections. This report explores the role that Active Network Management could play in facilitating
additional DG connections to an urban distribution network, e.g. London Power Network (LPN).

Introduction

1.3. Report structure
The report starts by introducing the existing methodology within UK Power Networks for connecting DG to the
London Power Network (LPN) distribution network (Chapter 2). Then, the LCL strategy on how to facilitate additional
connections of DG to the LPN network is presented.
In Chapter 3, the LPN network is characterised in terms of existing constraints that limit the connection of additional
DG. This forms the basis for the assessment of how Active Network Management (ANM) could facilitate the
connection of additional DG into the LPN network in Chapter 4.
A cost-benefit analysis is presented in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 closes the report with the recommendations and
conclusions based on the learning from LCL.

There is considerable
interest in identifying
alternative solutions that
provide more flexibility and
that release more capacity
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2
Review of generation
connection methodology
The Low Carbon London (LCL) trials were designed to assess the use of Active Network Management (ANM) as a method
for monitoring Distributed Generation (DG) connections and facilitating network access when there is a need for intelligent
real-time control to manage constraints. This requires not only technology integration, but also a review of business processes
to account for new functionalities. This chapter presents a summary of the existing DG connection methodology and the LCL
approach to DG connections.

2.1. Existing methodology
Figure 1 gives an overview of the new connections methodology followed by UK Power Networks. The methodology complies
with the industry-standard connection procedures as set out in the Standard Licence Conditions [Ref. 1].

Review of generation connection
Existing
methodology
regulation
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Figure 1: UK Power Networks’ connection methodology
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Customers are obliged to inform UK Power Networks when they install DG of any size. DG that falls into the G83 category
[Ref. 2], less than 16 A per phase, typically a small rooftop PV installation, is generally considered too small on its own to
adversely affect the security or quality of supply. In cases of a single installation, simply notifying UK Power Networks that an
installation has been carried out is sufficient. If a customer is planning to install multiple G83 generators or a larger G59 class of
generator [Ref. 3] [Ref. 4], they must provide UK Power Networks with a comprehensive list of the generator’s characteristics.
Once provided with the DG characteristics, UK Power Networks will identify a point of connection and analyse the network,
ensuring it complies with security and quality of supply standards following the addition of the DG. This includes analysing the
impact on fault levels, power flows, voltage and harmonics. The degree to which the connection is scrutinised at this analysis
stage depends on its size and the complexity of the required connection.
The detailed design stage of the connection methodology, which is used for connections that may pose a risk to the network
and require further analysis, is shown in Figure 2. [Ref. 5].
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Figure 2: Detailed design phase of the UK Power Networks connection methodology
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If the network is found to comply with the security and quality of supply standards following the addition of the DG, the DNO
will complete the broader electrical design of the connection and issue a connection offer to the customer. The customer has a
set time to accept the offer before it expires. Figure 3 shows the process for issuing a quote. [Ref. 5].
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Figure 3: Process for issuing a quote
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If during the analysis, the DG is found to adversely affect the security or quality of electricity supply, UK Power Networks must
assess possible solutions to enable the connection of the requested capacity. One of these solutions is to provide the DG with
a flexible connection, such as those developed and being trialled in UK Power Networks’ Flexible Plug and Play LCNF project.
This means that UK Power Networks can reduce the output or disconnect the DG from the network under certain circumstances.
Typically, this is achieved using an intertrip scheme where, through a telecommunications link, UK Power Networks has control
over a circuit breaker on the customer’s premises. If this is not a viable solution or does not address the particular constraint, the
alternative is for UK Power Networks to upgrade part of its network to accommodate the additional DG. The customer is expected
to pay a share of the upgrade costs, as defined by the charging methodology [Ref. 6]. These costs form part of the connection
offer. These solutions are discussed with the customer in the final design stage of the connections process.

2.2. Low Carbon London approach
LCL envisaged facilitating more DG connections in a way that is cost effective and would allow connections to proceed more
quickly. LCL targeted the following two cases of “flexible” connections (i.e. non-firm):
 Connections where ANM could provide an alternative to the existing intertrip schemes, with additional flexibility; and
 Connections where an intertrip-style scheme was not suitable, so the customer was required to pay a share of network
upgrade costs, or connect at a higher voltage level, and hence making the project financially less attractive or unviable.
LCL explored the use of ANM technology to autonomously manage the connectivity and power export of DG, effectively
dealing with power flow, voltage or fault level constraints identified during the connection analysis. This would expand the
opportunity to offer customers a flexible connection solution, avoiding the need to pay for network upgrades.
The primary concern for connection of new DG in the London Power Network (LPN) area is its additional contribution to
fault level. The electricity network in London, in many cases, has little fault level headroom to accept additional DG on the
network. One solution is to apply intertrip schemes. An intertrip system is a hard-wired system protection scheme that will
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automatically disconnect a generator or demand from the distribution system under some pre-defined conditions, typically in
case of a transformer outage or when there is some particular reconfiguration of the network that could lead to unacceptable
fault currents on the network; however this is a limited solution, as the intertrip system is point-to-point with no awareness
of other sources of fault current. An alternative approach is to use an ANM system to simultaneously manage multiple flexible
connections and sources of fault current collectively so that fault level headroom can be utilised more fully.
There are multiple challenges in implementing ANM to enable new DG connections in urban areas. For example, one barrier
may be the lack of monitoring of existing generators. Existing generators may not have the required monitoring equipment,
since this was not necessary for their own connection. Detecting their connection status to inform ANM control of other
DG may require additional monitoring equipment to be installed. When trying to relieve fault level constraints, real-time
monitoring and control is required to manage the brief durations (minutes) during which the risk to the network may occur as
generators temporarily operate in parallel with the network. As such, enabling new generation involves a degree of monitoring
of existing legacy generators. The project found that there was limited appetite for this amongst the owners/operators of
existing DG, with reasons varying from technical compatibility to lack of commercial incentive.
Fault levels are the primary concern in London and are likely to remain a constraint for a long time given the large numbers of
legacy switchgear. However, voltage and power flow constraints may become the binding constraint as penetration of DG rises
or once equipment has been upgraded to alleviate the fault level constraints. The LCL demand side response trials used ANMcontrolled DG to manage thermal constraints caused by load growth. The results of these trials can be found in the ANM trial
report [Ref. 7], and report A4 [Ref. 8] and report A8 [Ref. 9].
Learning report 07 provides details on the current DG uptake in LPN. The total installed G59/2 capacity in the London area is
currently estimated at 1,250 MW. Figure 4 shows generator capacity by year of commissioning and technology, illustrating that
CHP and diesel are the most popular technologies in the LPN area, with CHP typically being quite small in size (average of
0.9 MW). Note: PV = Photovoltaic; UPS = Uninterruptible Power Supply.
In the original project design, ANM was expected to control DG directly as a way of both facilitating more connections and
providing a Demand Side Response (DSR) service by increasing the contribution of DG to security of supply. The DG would
be controlled to alter the power export at times when a network parameter breached its design limits. In practice, no
opportunities were found either to offer a new flexible ANM-managed connection to the network or to directly manage and
existing DG site to provide a DSR service. However, the LCL project established an ANM interface with commercial aggregator
systems, which provided indirect control over DG [Ref. 10] for the DSR trials.
Although some customers were reluctant to participate in a trial that would control their generation sites, LCL engaged
successfully with customers to monitor their DG units. The ANM system was utilised to provide real-time monitoring of 15 DG
sites so that they and UK Power Networks could understand more about their operation.
This provided new understanding and experience on how to engage with customers with existing and planned DG projects to
allow real-time measurement data to be recorded from their premises, transmitted and centrally stored for further analysis. As
explored in Report A8 [Ref. 9], this data has been used to derive typical DG profiles and inform the calculations of the contribution
of these generators to security of supply under a passive management scheme. The trials also provided learning on the
infrastructure that would be required to exert direct control.
Furthermore, this report seeks to complement the LCL trials and understand how smart grid technologies can facilitate new
connections. This eventually will represent a shift from the “fit and forget” approach to network design and passive operation
to a more active form of operation that includes some control over generators, demand or other customers (i.e. the whole
system instead of just the network).
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3
Constraints on the London
electricity network
This chapter discusses the constraints that restrict the
connection of new DG in the London Power Network (LPN)
licence area, with a focus on the primary substation level.
As with other dense urban networks, the main constraint
is fault level. In fact, the experience of UK Power Networks
Distribution Planning department is that approximately 95%
of the constraints faced by new DG are associated with fault
levels exceeding equipment rating. This is due to the high
density of load and generation, as well as the typically short
cables with low impedance and interconnected networks.
The typical architecture for the London network is to stepdown from 132 kV directly to 11 kV to provide the required
capacity. This results in higher fault levels. The focus in this
report is therefore on quantifying and assessing fault level
constraints in LPN.
This chapter explains how fault level constraints were
analysed. Thermal and voltage constraints are also
discussed. The chapter closes by summarising the existing
characteristics of the LPN area and the scope for new DG
connections in this network.

3.1. Fault level constraints
The methodology used by DNOs in UK for assessing fault
level, or short-circuit current, is set out in the Engineering
Recommendation G74 [Ref. 11]. Fault level calculations are
performed using a combination of methods with more
detailed analysis performed if necessary.
For the LPN network, the starting point is the network
model maintained in the DIgSILENT PowerFactory power
systems analysis software. By running multiple studies
under a range of network conditions, this is used to derive
the normal and worst-case fault level infeed from higher
voltages to the 11 kV busbars of primary substations. This
does not take account of the generation connected at 11 kV
and below. When it is necessary to study a substation in
more detail, for example when a new generator connection
is being assessed, a further analysis is performed in the
DINIS software to quantify the contribution under different
substation configurations of generation connected at 11
kV or LV. The results from DINIS are then compiled in a
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spreadsheet. The potential effect of demand on the Peak
Make current is also accounted for.
In the analysis for this report, all primary substations in LPN
have been assessed using the results from PowerFactory
but adjusting them to approximate the contribution from
DG and demand. Fault levels have been assessed in both
“Normal” (i.e. intact network) and “Maximum” (i.e. N-1
or First Circuit Outage (FCO)) conditions. This has been
done in a manner consistent with the more detailed
studies performed in DINIS and subsequent spreadsheet
manipulation. The outcome is a conservative estimation of
fault levels in all substations, taking account of the latest
information on generation and demand. This “screening”
methodology provides flexibility to explore the potential
benefits of using ANM.
The flow of current into a short circuit may have a very
complex waveform shape but the assessment of fault level
can generally be summarised in terms of the “Peak Make”
current and the “RMS Break” current. The Peak Make current
is the current that flows immediately when a fault occurs,
and therefore potentially when a circuit breaker is closed on
to a faulted network. RMS Break is the current flowing when
a circuit breaker is opened, disrupting an already flowing
fault current, which depends on the protection and circuit
breaker operating times but is assumed here to be 100 ms
after a fault.
The fault level headroom for each substation is based on
the worst-case scenario, which is normally under FCO. This
headroom is given by the difference between the switchgear
ratings and existing fault level contributions, which includes
the worst-case contribution from load (i.e. maximum load)
and from DG. It is common practice amongst DNOs to keep
a safety margin of 5% below the switchgear rating. This is to
ensure safe operation given the uncertainty over fault level
contributions, which are dynamic, depending on system
conditions, and difficult to calculate accurately.
The fault level headroom at each substation is therefore a
function of the following:
 Switchgear ratings (for Peak Make and RMS Break);
 Fault current from upstream sources, which flows through
the Main Substation (MSS) transformers,1 or from other
substations that may be connected by 11 kV (or 6.6 kV)
links – this depends on the network configuration;
 Fault current contribution from DG connected under
each MSS; and

Any additional generation connections to be accommodated
on the network must not contribute fault current greater
than the available headroom.

3.1.1. Network configuration

Although numerous variations can be found, the MSS in LPN
usually fit into one of the two following categories:
 Supplied by 4 x 15 MVA transformers, with two
pairs of two operating in parallel. The highest fault
levels arise with the loss of a transformer (i.e. the
FCO conditions), in which case the remaining three
transformers are all paralleled. This means the fault level
contributions from upstream through the three remaining
transformers and downstream from all generation and
demand are combined; and
 Supplied by 3 x 60 MVA three-winding transformers,
each supplying two busbar sections. The highest
fault levels arise with the loss of a transformer, in
which case each of the remaining two transformers
supplies the customers connected on three busbar
sections. This means the fault level contributions from
downstream generation and demand on three busbar
sections is combined.
In this analysis, the fault level from upstream sources and
other substations is extracted from the results of studies
in PowerFactory. The fault levels are then adjusted for the
effects of DG and demand.

3.1.2. Contribution from distributed generation

There are three types of DG in terms of their connection to
the network:
 Long Term Parallel (LTP), which is normally connected
and operational all of the time (although some LTP
generators are only intermittently connected, e.g.
generators that participate in Short Term Operating
Reserve (STOR) or that have peak lopping arrangements);
 Short Term Parallel (STP), which switches on and starts
generating power for associated loads after a loss of
mains supply, only synchronising to the network (and
contributing to fault level) for a short time (typically
between 1 and 5 minutes) when mains power has been
restored before disconnecting; and
 Standby Generation (SG), which does not operate in
parallel with the network and is not considered in these
fault level assessments.

 Fault current contribution from demand under each MSS.
1

UK Power Networks uses the term main substation (MSS) to describe the substations with 132/11 kV transformers or similar. This step-down from 132 kV to 11
kV is common in London and used in other urban areas, but is otherwise unusual. A more typical architecture has Bulk Supply Points at 132/33 kV and Primary
Substations at 33/11 kV. The direct transformation from 132 kV to 11 kV is to provide adequate capacity for the high density of demand but also contributes to
the high fault levels in London.
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Report A8 characterises the DG in LPN, showing that the
majority of the G59/2 connections are LTP. However, STP
connections (usually diesel generators) are treated as using
fault level capacity even if they are only connected for a
very short period. Most customers with STP connections
will test their generators on a regular basis; a typical pattern
would be to test once a month operating in parallel with the
DNO network for 1 minute.
The contribution of LCTs to fault level varies depending
on the device. Rotating machines directly coupled to the
network, which includes most diesel generators and CHP
generators, deliver fault current that is several times higher
than their rated current, although it depends on the exact
type of machine. Technologies connected to the network
through power electronic converters, such as PV generation
or Electric Vehicles (EVs), typically deliver fault current only
slightly higher than the device’s normal rated current, and
therefore have a smaller impact on fault levels.
The contribution of downstream generation and demand to
fault levels at the MSS busbars also depends on how far the
device is from the MSS. The greater the electrical distance,
the higher the impedance between the source and the MSS,
and the lower the fault current.

3.1.3. Contribution from demand

There is also a fault current contribution from what is
referred to as “dynamic demand”. For the first couple of
50 Hz cycles (40 ms) following a fault, motor-driven loads
briefly act as generators and deliver current back into
the network, before the energy in their spinning mass is
exhausted and they slow to a standstill.
The screening analysis uses the same assumption for the
fault level contribution of dynamic demand as normally
used in more detailed analysis. The Maximum Demand (MD)
on joined busbar sections is used to estimate a contribution
to Peak Make fault current equivalent to 2.1 times the MD,
as measured in MVA. The contribution of dynamic demand
to the RMS Break fault level is considered negligible.
The MD value at each substation is based on information on
present demand levels. The analysis does not take account
of demand growth. However, it is important to note that
demand growth means an increasing fault level contribution
from dynamic demand that will erode the fault level
headroom available for new DG. This makes it more difficult
for DG to be used as a means of providing security of supply
to the increasing demand.

For the purpose of this high-level “screening” analysis, it
is assumed that all DG connects directly to the MSS, and
the contribution to fault level is estimated as the following
simple functions of their capacity:

In converting from MW values to MVA the analysis assumes a
power factor of 0.9. Furthermore, it assumes that all demand
at a substation could contribute fault current to the same
busbar section. This therefore gives a conservative estimate
of the fault level contribution from dynamic demand.

 Six times the generator rated capacity for RMS Break, which
is consistent with [Ref. 2]. A power factor of 0.9 is assumed
to convert MW rating to a MVA rated capacity; and

3.2. Thermal and voltage constraints

 13.2 times the generator rated capacity for Peak Make (2.2
times the RMS Break value). This reflects a typical X/R
ratio at the voltage levels of interest but is an assumed
value selected to give a conservative estimate of Peak
Make fault levels.
These assumptions are applied both in assessing the fault
level contribution of existing DG and in assessing how much
new DG can be accommodated within the remaining fault
level headroom. The simplification fits the scope of this
report for providing a high-level network characterisation.
For example, if the RMS Break fault level is the binding
constraint and the available fault level headroom is 100
MVA (equivalent to fault current of 5.25 kA at 11 kV), the
spare capacity for new DG is 16.67 MVA (i.e. 100 divided
by 6). Assuming a power factor of 0.9, there is sufficient
fault level headroom to allow the connection of 15 MW of
additional DG.

Thermal and voltage constraints are the limiting factors
for new DG connections in a relatively small number
of applications made to the LPN network, typically in
the outskirts of the LPN area. Reverse power flow due
to DG is not expected to occur often in LPN in the near
future, although some examples have arisen where large
generators have connected requiring the appropriate
protective measures to be installed. Thus, the focus of
this report lies on fault level constraints for facilitating the
connection of new DG.
In the London electricity network, thermal constraints are
usually associated with load growth. New DG connections
would normally help to mitigate thermal constraints by
supplying local load and hence decrease the power import
through the constrained substations. This is explored in
Report A8 in terms of the contribution of DG to security
of supply. A large increase in penetration of DG into LPN
could result in reverse power flow through the distribution
network, which could in turn cause reverse power flow
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towards the transmission grid. Under low local demand, the thermal rating of the lines and transformers could be exceeded.
However, given the characteristics of the LPN network, this scenario is unlikely, especially in the short or medium term.
Voltage constraints are much more likely to arise in areas with long circuits and high impedance. In London, circuits are short
with low impedance and DG connection rarely threatens voltage limits. A very large-scale penetration of DG in areas of LPN
with lower levels of interconnection could potentially create voltage increase problems at their point of connection, but this is
not expected to arise often.
Specific DG could be instructed to control the voltage at their point of connection by regulating their reactive power. This
may be particularly useful in the future in the outskirts of London where voltage issues are more likely to appear. This is an
innovative grid connection solution, currently being explored by many DNOs.

3.3. Characteristics of the London network
All 114 primary substations in the LPN area were assessed in terms of fault levels and spare capacity available for additional
DG. The results are summarised in Table 1. As described above, the methodology used in this analysis produces a conservative
assessment, which means erring on the high side when estimating fault levels. Nevertheless, the results are unambiguous
in demonstrating that fault levels in general are high compared with switchgear ratings, leaving little spare capacity to
accommodate new DG. Future load growth, as is expected in London, will increase fault levels further.
Note that because conventional, firm DG connection will always have to be able to operate in both normal and FCO network
conditions, the acceptable DG capacity is based on FCO conditions. This then means that the DG capacity shown for Normal
conditions would be valid only if the connected DG was subject to a non-firm connection, with an intertrip or other mechanism
such that fault levels are kept below limits in conditions other than the normal condition.

Table 1: Summary of fault level characteristics in LPN
Normal conditions

FCO conditions

Average Peak Make fault level (% of rating)

84%

98%

Average RMS Break fault level (% of rating)

66%

80%

27

58

Total acceptable new DG capacity (MW)

802 (non-firm)

369 (firm)

Average acceptable new DG capacity (MW)
across all substations

7.04 (non-firm)

3.24 (firm)

Average acceptable new DG capacity (MW) at all
substations with spare fault level capacity

9.22 (non-firm)

6.59 (firm)

Substations with no spare fault level capacity
(out of 114 in total)
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4
Active Network Management
in facilitating generation connections

This chapter presents how ANM could facilitate additional DG connections in an urban network. As presented in Chapter 3,
the main constraint in LPN is fault level. This chapter concentrates on the impact of fault level constraints on additional DG
connections.
ANM is a key part of the LCL strategy for future low carbon networks and it has been central to many of the LCL trials.
The functionalities and characteristics presented here are based on the deployment for LCL trials, although they have also
been extended to cover other functionalities relevant to this report, namely the management of fault level constraints.

4.1. Introduction to Active Network Management
ANM has emerged as a means to better utilise network capacity and facilitate DG connections on congested networks
where costly reinforcement would have previously been necessary. The ANM philosophy sees a move away from the
“fit and forget” passive approach to network planning, towards an active approach where autonomous real-time control
systems maintain the network within its operational limits. An ANM scheme can facilitate the connection of additional DG
by giving the DNO greater visibility and control of the grid and DG operation in order to manage constraints of power flow,
voltage, or fault level. This allows DNOs to make use of existing grid capacity to integrate energy storage, demand side
management, renewable generators and other controllable resources on to the grid, and thereby to produce a smarter and
more efficient energy system. ANM can also provide the DNO with capabilities to assist the system operator in issues such
as system stability and system balancing.
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ANM involves a range of software, automation and
communications that monitors constraint locations and issues
control signals in real time to actively manage available
resources, ensuring that network parameters remain within
the pre-configured limits. When those limits are breached,
ANM takes action, for example, by curtailing or tripping
the generator that is causing the breach. If more than one
generator is affected, the order of curtailment is assigned
following pre-defined Principles of Access (PoA) to the network
as explored by Flexible Plug and Play (FPP) [Ref. 10].
Generators accepting an ANM-based connection must
understand and accept the impact of the control actions
on their energy production. There is a trade-off to be
considered, between avoiding reinforcement costs and
gaining access to the network more quickly, and suffering
curtailment or disconnection at certain times during the
life of the project. The acceptable level of curtailment will
depend on the specific characteristics and commercial
model of each generator.
DG owners must also consider other implications of ANM
control of their plant. Agreement must be reached on
the nature of control signals and the expected response
to ensure there is no damage caused to plant by sudden
changes, or that the ANM scheme does not ask for a
response that the generator is not able to deliver. Much
of the DG in urban areas such as London is for CHP
applications, where the production of electricity is often
directly linked to the use of heat. Unless heat can be
stored or dissipated, this may place a restriction on the
controllability of electricity output.
An ANM-based connection, by its nature, imposes
restrictions on DG operation. This means that it may not
always be possible for DG to run when desired by owners or
operators. This may limit opportunities for DG to participate
in ancillary services markets such as that for STOR. Also, an
ANM-based, non-firm connection may be unsuitable for a
DG unit that forms a part of mission-critical backup power
supplies. DG owners must weigh the benefits of avoiding
reinforcement costs and achieving an earlier connection
to the network against the costs of ANM control and
restrictions on operation.
The most common network constraints that act as a
barrier to additional DG connections in non-urban areas
are generally thermal and voltage constraints. In these
circumstances, ANM can control active and reactive power
of generators or transformer tap-changer configurations
to manage power flow and voltage levels. However, since
fault level is the main constraint in the LPN network, this
report focuses on how ANM can be applied to managing
fault level constraints.

In the UK to date, ANM has been successfully deployed and
demonstrated at various locations in notable projects such
as the Scottish Hydro Electric Power Distribution’s Orkney
scheme [Ref. 13], UK Power Networks’ Flexible Plug and
Play project [Ref. 15], and the Scottish Power’s Accelerating
Renewable Connections (ARC) project [Ref. 16] as well as on
LCL. These deployments have been supported by innovation
mechanisms such as the Registered Power Zone (RPZ)
[Ref. 17] and Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF) [Ref. 18],
established by the energy regulator Ofgem.

4.1.1. Alternatives to ANM

If the connection of DG threatens the operating limits of the
network, the conventional solution is to reinforce or replace
the existing network, or build new circuits to accommodate
the DG. This remains the best option in some circumstances.
Intertrips have also been used widely to allow DG to
connect subject to being disconnected in certain conditions.
However, solutions such as intertrip are unlikely to be cost
effective or practical for DG smaller than 1 MW.
A wide range of innovative or alternative solutions have
been considered and trialled, and information is available in
other reports. Fault current limiters have been considered as
an alternative to costly switchgear upgrades. In London, the
space available in substations was identified as one factor
restricting the feasibility of this solution.
Aside from implementing point solutions when problems
arise, reducing constraints that affect DG might also be
achieved through changes in the design policies that
determine the choice of equipment on networks. In terms
of fault level constraints, this might be reduced by using
transformers with higher impedance. However, this would
also affect voltages and losses on the network. A change in
design policy would have to take account of the competing
objectives and constraints to determine which compromise
offers best performance and value for customers. This
is outside the scope of this work, but it is important to
recognise the broader context in which solutions such as
ANM are being considered.

4.2. Modelling methodology
This section presents the principles and modelling
methodology for demonstrating how ANM can facilitate
the connection of additional DG to a network with fault
level constraints. As explained in Chapter 3, the focus
of the modelling is on fault level constraints since they
represent the vast majority of constraints affecting new
DG connections in dense urban networks such as that in
London and other cities.
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Figure 5 summarises the methodology followed to model the effect of ANM in facilitating the connection of additional DG.
Given the high-level nature of the modelling performed in this report, it was not necessary to consider the Principles of Access
(PoA); see Section 4.1 for more information on PoA.

Figure 5: Methodology for assessing ANM-enabled DG under fault level constraints
Inputs
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The methodology consists of a high-level review of the fault level headroom based on two principles, as illustrated in Figure 6
and explained further below.

Acceptable DG Connections

Figure 6: Illustration of acceptable DG connections under different conditions
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Recognising the network reconfiguration
This applies to cases where the fault level headroom is different based on changes in network configuration (i.e. in outage
conditions) and the binding constraint is an abnormal condition. ANM could provide access to the difference in fault level
headroom between the intact and the N-1 conditions. That difference determines the maximum capacity that could be
connected under this principle by disconnecting the flexible DG when in the abnormal condition. ANM would monitor both the
network configuration and the DG that contributes to the substation with the fault level constraint.
In this case, ANM effectively plays the same role as an intertrip scheme, although with the added flexibility of ANM, such as
automatic reconnection and easy reconfiguration of parameters.
Since the disconnection would only be enforced under particular network reconfigurations during outage conditions, the
curtailment of ANM-enabled DG would be very low. Based on typical measures such as a 20% probability of a fault on any
given circuit in any one year and an average time for fault repair of 48 hours, a rough estimate is that DG enabled by ANM in
this way might expect to be disconnected for less than 10 hours per annum.
The analysis compares the feasible DG capacity calculated for the normal network conditions with the value calculated for the
worst-case conditions. The worst-case conditions currently set the limit on firm DG. ANM would facilitate the connection of
additional capacity up to the limit given by the normal conditions.

Recognising the status of STP generation
DG with an STP connection starts generating power in island mode after loss of mains supply and only connects to the
network for a very short period (i.e. between 1 and 5 minutes), switching off after mains power has been fully restored. Where
generation has an STP connection, and has therefore been assigned fault level capacity, ANM can facilitate the connection
of additional DG to use that capacity when the STP is not connected. The restriction imposed by ANM is to disconnect the
additional DG when the STP DG is online.
This type of flexible connection is also possible using intertrip-style schemes but ANM offers advantages in dealing with
more complex situations because of its inherent configurability and the flexibility to manage different types of constraints
on a single platform.
Since the disconnection would only be enforced for the short period the STP DG is online after an outage, the curtailment of
ANM-enabled DG would be very low. A typical operating regime for an STP generator may see it being tested once a month
and run in parallel with the network for 5 minutes. Therefore, a rough estimate is that DG enabled by ANM in this way might
expect to be disconnected for less than 1 hour per annum.
The analysis quantifies the fault level headroom that ANM could release by considering the total capacity of STP DG. The
released capacity for additional DG is assumed equal to the capacity of existing STP generation (i.e. the contribution of new DG
to fault level is assumed the same as the existing STP). If new DG had a lower fault level contribution (e.g. new PV compared
to existing STP diesel), the capacity released for additional DG could be higher. Given that released capacity is proportional to
the capacity of STP that is monitored, the greatest gains are to be achieved by monitoring the largest STP generators (or those
with the highest expected fault level contribution).

4.3. Results for fault level headroom under ANM
All 114 primary substations in LPN were assessed in terms of fault levels and ANM-enabled capacity for additional DG, as per
the modelling methodology and assumptions described above. The potential benefit of ANM for the two principles outlined
above are summarised in Table 2. Note that there is only partial overlap in the substations where capacity is unlocked.
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Table 2: ANM-enabled DG capacity unlocked by network reconfiguration and STP generation
Using ANM to
recognise network
reconfiguration

Using ANM to
recognise the status of
STP generation

Both methods
in combination

Number of substations where additional
headroom can be accessed

70

32

88

Total acceptable new DG capacity (MW)

437

182

619

Average acceptable new DG capacity (MW)

6.25

5.68

7.03

4.4. Technical requirements for ANM
Based on the trials conducted in the LCL project and consultation with stakeholders, technical requirements for ANM have been
identified as follows.

ANM functionality and reliability
 The ANM system should meet the following requirements: high availability or reliability, failsafe, autonomous but providing
visibility and override functionality to the Control Room, etc;
 A solution that is repeatable and reliable (e.g. logic cannot be corrupted, trusted technologies for critical systems, guaranteed
time bounding, built-in security, deterministic, state driven logic);
 A solution that fails safe to loss of key ANM components, loss of communications and non-compliance issues;
 A solution that is scalable for new algorithmic functionality, new technologies and new communications protocols;
 The ANM system must be able to detect and respond to changes in network configuration, STP status or demand levels
quickly enough to effect the necessary changes in DG connection status to keep fault levels within acceptable limits; and
 An ANM scheme used to manage fault levels would have to be implemented on protection-grade hardware and be subject to
testing as if it was a protection system.

Communications
 Communications are critical for the implementation of ANM. The choice of the solution should consider latency, reliability,
availability, coverage, security, ease of installation, etc; and
 Communications must be able to support the use of industry standard communications protocols, e.g. Modbus, DNP3.0.

Data flows and storage
 ANM schemes require the collection and transfer of data between the network and DG that is not normally required. This
requires agreement on the form and structure of that data as well as issues such as access and ownership; and
 ANM scheme data will be stored for future review and access in a database or data historian, which may be an existing DNO
system or an ANM-specific implementation. The design of the database and data flow should be considered, as well as the
access to the data and analysis tools required.
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Interface and compatibility with other devices
 The solution needs to be able to interface with other systems and devices, e.g. DG, loads, SCADA/EMS/DMS, network
measurement points (e.g. RTUs), electrical energy storage, thermal energy storage, on load tap changers, circuit breakers
and switches, voltage regulators, reactive compensation devices. This also includes providing the visibility and actions to
the Control Room.
 A solution that is compatible with multiple types of DG equipment across all voltage levels.
 Firm-connected generators should provide the following data for monitoring purposes: status of the connection to
the network (binary on/off) and power output.
 DG should be able to accept and follow external control signals.

Monitoring
 Monitoring required for ANM should consider the following: ease of installation of the monitoring equipment, access to
the monitoring equipment, communications, maintenance, data exchange, data security, data privacy, data storage and
analysis processes.

4.4.1. Comparison of ANM with intertrip

DNOs already employ intertrip schemes in certain circumstances to manage the network as an alternative to network
reinforcement. A comparison of ANM with intertrip solutions is useful to highlight the differences between the approaches. An
ANM system should be flexible enough to be compatible with existing intertrip schemes that remain as separate systems, or
incorporate them into ANM. Intertrips are typically implemented using protection-grade equipment and communications. For
the purpose of the LCL project, ANM has not been designed or built to the same standards or subject to the type of testing
performed with protection relays. However, the use of ANM for managing fault level constraints, as discussed in this report,
would require ANM to be implemented on protection-grade hardware and be subject to testing as if it was a protection device.
The comparison is presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Intertrip versus Active Network Management
Intertrip

ANM

Visibility to the Control Room

Yes, via SCADA/EMS/DMS.

Yes, via SCADA/EMS/DMS.

Reconnection

Manual on-site intervention required.

Can be automatic or manual via
remote control.

Network configuration

Actions for network reconfigurations are
built in during the design stage.

Actions are pre-configured for different
network reconfigurations. This can be
easily updated if the data required is made
available to ANM.

Multiple DG management

Typically independent intertrip schemes
with no visibility of one another. Special
Protection Schemes can be designed to
implement co-ordinated control of multiple
DG but complexity becomes a problem.

Designed for multiple DG and multiple
constraints. Each scheme has a central
controller with local interfaces. The status
of each DG and other measurements as
appropriate feed into the control (trip)
decisions.

Operational maintenance
and support

Hardwired, so cannot be easily reconfigure
or updated.

Configurable software easy to update
and manage.
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4.4.2. Control room interaction

ANM introduces new forms of autonomous control to the network. It is therefore essential that Control Room operators have
an understanding of its behaviour and are able to intervene to alter ANM operation when necessary.
Table 4 describes the data exchange requirements between an ANM system and a DNO Control Room. The data points that
go from ANM to Control Room (source to destination) provide visibility of the autonomous ANM operation. The data points
that go from Control Room to ANM provide interaction functionality for overriding the autonomous ANM operation when
required. These interactions could potentially have the flexibility of disabling the reconnecting ability of DG by ANM, while
keeping enabled the disconnecting ability. DG units should not be reconnected by ANM if they have been disconnected
manually or by protection.

Table 4: Data exchange between ANM and Control Room
Data

Values

Source

Destination

Comms Status SCADA-ANM

Active, inactive

ANM

Control Room

Comms Status ANM–DG/MP

Active, inactive

ANM

Control Room

Active/reactive power output of DG

MW-MVAr-MVA and direction

ANM

Control Room

Output of DG in current

Amps and direction

ANM

Control Room

Voltage at DG

Volts

ANM

Control Room

ANM control

Enabled, disabled

ANM

Control Room

MP control

Enabled, disabled

ANM

Control Room

DG control

Enabled, disabled

ANM

Control Room

DG status

Connected-on, connected-off, tripped

ANM

Control Room

DG CB status

Open, closed

ANM

Control Room

MP status

Tripped, idle

ANM

Control Room

ANM control

Enable, disable

Control Room

ANM

MP control

Enable, disable

Control Room

ANM

DG control

Enable, disable

Control Room

ANM

MP status

Trip

Control Room

ANM

DG status

Trip, connect

Control Room

ANM

DG CB status

Open, close

Control Room

ANM
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5
Extrapolative cost-benefit
analysis
The analysis in Chapter 4 describes how ANM could
facilitate the connection of additional DG. The benefit from
these new connections accrues firstly to the DG developer
or owner through facilitating additional connections to
the network and through the consequential deferral of
reinforcement. Those benefits are passed on to customers in
general through the participation of new DG in the energy
market, and where DG is a low carbon source, in helping
to achieve carbon reduction goals. The benefit to DNOs is
linked to incentives on customer service, the deferral of
network reinforcement, and other matters that determine
DNO revenue in the new RIIO price control.
To complement the Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) performed
in Report A8 [Ref. 9], an extrapolative analysis was carried
out to understand, using some simplifying assumptions,
the benefit across LPN as a whole that additional DG
connections (whether passively connected or using ANM)
could bring in terms of security of supply and deferral of
network reinforcement costs. Across LPN the extrapolative

analysis is focused on a subset of short-listed primary
substations, from the 88 substations with the potential of
DG connections identified in Chapter 4, where reinforcement
is expected to be required during the period to 2030, using
simplified load growth assumptions and excluding those
for which spend would already be underway. The valuation
was carried out on this subset of examples, building on the
analysis of the DG connected behind each substation, and
the additional capacity that could be connected if ANM is
deployed as described in this report.
As explained in detail in Report A8 [Ref. 9], the assessment
of the contribution of DG to security of supply should
follow the methodology described in Engineering Technical
Recommendation 130. The ETR 130 methodology was
applied to consider three cases. The “passive” cases have no
ANM control although some additional monitoring may be
introduced to enhance confidence in the expected behaviour
of DG. The “active” case uses ANM both to facilitate
additional DG connections and to control DG to further
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enhance confidence that it will deliver power when required
to satisfy demand.
 Passive (existing DG): The contribution to security of
supply that is made by the existing DG connected beneath
each LPN substation (where eligible DG exists). This is the
baseline for comparison with the subsequent scenarios;
 Passive (additional DG): The additional contribution
arising by connecting as much DG as is allowed without
breaching fault level constraints; and
 Active dispatch and facilitation of maximum DG: The
additional contribution seen by using ANM, which comes
about in two ways:
—— Any dispatchable DG already connected can be called
upon using ANM, which increases the F-factor used in
calculating the contribution to security of supply; and
—— By monitoring STP generators and knowing their state,
additional LTP generation can be connected under
non-firm agreements without breaching fault level
constraints.
Taking the first of these cases as the baseline for the
analysis, the net benefit (excluding ANM and other costs) for
the passive and ANM cases are considered. An analysis of
latent demand at each substation has not been performed
and so the analysis evaluates a maximum benefit; the case
study evaluations presented above indicate that the impact
of latent demand can be significant, in particular when
assessing the passive scenario.
Under the passive (additional DG) scenario, there are ten
substations that are short-listed and where additional DG
can be connected without breaching fault level constraints.
In three cases the additional contribution was not sufficient
for the total DG connected to exceed 5% of peak demand,
so this additional capacity could not contribute to security of
supply (as per ETR 130).
The benefit associated with deferring reinforcement of
the remaining 7 substations was £2.9m. To achieve this,
monitoring would be required on the additional DG installed.
Assuming the additional DG units have an average capacity
of 1 MW, and that the costs are consistent with the case
studies above, this represents costs of £0.3m, giving an
NPV of £2.6m. The net benefit at most of the short-listed
substations would remain positive until the average DG
unit size falls to c. 0.1 MW Figure 7 shows the NPV of each
scheme as a function of additional DG capacity (before
adjusting for the security of supply contribution), subdivided
by the length of deferral that the additional DG achieves.
2

As noted above, this analysis does not take into account the
impact of latent demand, which would have to be taken into
account in addition to the security of supply contribution of
DG. The additional DG capacity connected across the seven
substations is c. 46 MW. Although the cost assumptions will
be affected by how many DG units need to be monitored,
there is likely to be a business case for monitoring at
least some of the larger additional DG connected at these
substations to maintain confidence that the contribution to
security of supply, as calculated in the ETR 130 assessments,
remains valid.

Figure 7: Net benefit of adding DG up to
the fault level limit (assuming 1 MW per
additional DG)
700
Net benefit (£k real 2012/2013)
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Under the active scenario, a Net Present Value (NPV) impact
was evaluated at 13 of the short-listed substations, partly as
a result of the high F-factor used in assessing the security of
supply contribution from these generators, partly as a result
of connecting additional generation. The NPV of the benefit
associated with the resulting deferral of reinforcement is
£8.7m,2 although in both these cases the DNO would have
to incur ANM costs to achieve these savings. Beyond the
13 short-listed substations, as highlighted in this report,
there are additional substations where ANM could facilitate
DG connections, but would not defer reinforcement. These
cases would still present benefits to customers as they
would be able to connect to the network.
As the previous case study analysis shows, the cost of the
ANM equipment means that the number of DG units where
ANM is required, and the exact configuration of proposed
ANM schemes, will be very important in determining
whether a business case to use ANM to control DG at some

Note, this excludes one site whose reinforcement was deferred by more than 20 years, and so was not seen to be a realistic example to include.
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of the short-listed substations remains once costs have been
fully accounted for. On the assumption that additional DG
units average 1 MW, the NPV of the costs incurred across
the short-listed substations would total £10m, leading to a
negative net benefit of £-1.3m. In reality this is likely to mean
that ANM would only be implemented at a smaller number
of sites: the sum of net benefits across substations where
the NPV is positive is £1.7m. For DG unit sizes of >1.5 MW, the
net benefit of using ANM to release additional headroom is
positive at most of the short-listed substations.
This result represents an upper limit of the benefit available
because it is assumed that ANM can be used to dispatch all
DG units, whereas in fact a proportion of the DG installed
will be non-dispatchable (e.g. wind or solar), meaning both
that the passive F-factor is likely to be lower, and that the
F-factor cannot be increased using ANM.
The results of the active case are presented by Figure 8,
showing the NPV of the benefit associated with the
additional generation contribution that ANM facilitates.

Figure 8: Net benefit of adding DG with ANM
used to release fault level headroom
Net benefit (£k real 2012/2013)
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The results for both the passive and the active cases are
summarised in Table 5. These results only show the gross
benefit across the short-listed substations (i.e. before
monitoring or ANM costs) given the wide range of costs,
depending on the size of DG units.

Table 5: Summary of NPV results for
extrapolative analysis (before monitoring
and ANM equipment costs)
Scenario

Passive
(additional DG)

Active dispatch
and facilitation of
maximum DG

Net benefit (£k real 2012/13)
Gross network 2,861
benefit

8,711
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6
Recommendations
This report presents the existing methodology that drives the connection of DG to the London Power Network (LPN)
distribution network and the strategies envisaged and explored by the LCL project. Active Network Management (ANM) has
been examined as a means of facilitating the connection of additional DG to dense urban networks, such as London, that are
constrained by fault level. This chapter presents the recommendations on how ANM could help manage these constraints, the
results of studies performed for this assessment and the implications for Distribution Network Operator (DNO) businesses of
using ANM to facilitate DG connections in an urban network.

6.1. Results summary
The vast majority of the constraints limiting additional connections of DG to the LPN network are due to fault level. This report has
therefore focused on this constraint and the fault level headroom has been estimated for all LPN primary substations. The report
has provided a high-level assessment of the additional capacity of DG that could potentially connect to the LPN network with
ANM. That additional capacity released by ANM is based on two principles:
 Recognising the network reconfiguration, i.e. the difference between fault level headroom in intact and outage conditions; and
 Recognising the status of STP generation, i.e. releasing the capacity locked by STP DG when possible.
The analysis has illustrated the valuable potential of ANM for facilitating additional connections to the London distribution network,
with an estimated potential additional capacity of 619 MW across 88 out of the 114 LPN primary substations. This is approximately
equivalent to half of the existing DG in London, including all standby generation. Further studies on a case-by-case basis are
required to calculate the exact capacity of DG that could be allowed to connect at a particular point in the network. While every
network is unique, ANM can be expected to facilitate significant increases in the hosting capacity of networks across the country.
As noted above, there is considerable potential value available to the DNO where ANM technologies are proven and installed
in areas of the network where a greater contribution to security of supply can lead to deferral of reinforcement spend. Given the
difficulty (demonstrated through the LCL trials) of installing ANM technologies on existing generation sites, a more pro-active
approach needs to be taken by DNOs when new DG installations are connected to the network.
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Example actions might include:
 Where possible, including an option, exercisable by the
DNO, in connection agreements signed by LTP generators
such that ANM can be installed to control the upward
dispatch of these generators, improving the contribution
that they can make to security of supply. Again, a
commercial option is recommended so that the DNO
can respond as reinforcement requirements across the
network evolve, rather than making inefficient upfront
capital investments; and
 Where fault level constraints mean that no further DG
capacity can be connected behind a substation, offering
flexible connections to new LTP generators, with ANM
control deployed, where there is sufficient STP generation
capacity that could be released when properly monitored.
A Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) was performed to estimate
the value of deferral of network reinforcement made
possible by the connection of more DG. This exploits the
potential of ANM to facilitate more DG connections and
to provide a degree of control over DG that enhances its
contribution to security of supply. The CBA was based on a
subset of substations, identified through a review of existing
plans for reinforcement and forecast demand growth in the
London Network. By recognising that reinforcement could be
deferred in 10 LPN substations out of the 88 with potential
additional capacity under ANM, the CBA concludes that the
NPV of gross network benefits could be £2.6m for a passive
approach that connects more DG and uses more monitoring,
or £8.7m for an active approach that uses ANM.
The CBA does not account for the benefits enjoyed by
DG owners where ANM allows them to connect their
generators to the network. This is the case for the other
78 LPN substations where ANM could potentially connect
additional capacity. ANM could deliver value to customers
by avoiding the costs and time delays associated with
conventional network reinforcement. This is particularly
important for customers, especially given the expected high
growth of DG.

6.2. Active Network Management
By employing additional measurements and new forms of
control, connected by new communications infrastructure,
all of which are more accessible and higher quality than
ever before, ANM can exploit the available network capacity
more fully. This means that new demand and generation

can be connected to existing networks, without expensive
and lengthy reinforcement, subject to control being imposed
to keep the network within its operating limits.
ANM allows DNOs to respond more effectively to customer
requests for new connections, including the particular
challenges arising from the increasing levels of DG
connections. In providing customers with enhanced access
to the network, ANM makes fuller use of the existing
assets, delivering greater value to customers in general. It
also offers benefits by reducing the need for new overhead
lines or disruptive work on underground cables, which often
require roadworks, temporary network reconfiguration and
interruptions to supply.
ANM may require the installation of new measurements
and communications infrastructure. This can help to improve
network visibility and controllability in general, which
means network operators have more information and more
options for improving network performance. As explored
in Report A8 [Ref. 9], ANM not only allows more DG to
connect but can also enhance the contribution to security
of supply made by DG, whether it is new or existing. ANM
can thereby help to reduce the overall costs of maintaining a
secure network by deferring reinforcement, as examined in
the cost-benefit analysis.
ANM is reliant on communications and must be designed
such that failure of these links prompts an acceptable “fail
safe” response. This is most likely to mean that ANMenabled generators or demand are disconnected, returning
the network to a state equivalent to that before the new
generators connected. It is essential that the control actions
instigated by ANM are complied with, and so the design
must include alternative measures to deal with failures
on the customer side. For example, if a generator does
not follow an instruction to reduce its output, the ANM
scheme may open a circuit breaker to disconnect the
generator. While it may be introduced initially to facilitate
the connection of new DG, ANM represents a fundamental
shift in distribution network planning and operation.
ANM enables DNOs to have a greater level of flexibility
in network development, making it easier to implement
incremental changes such as the connection of more
generation sites. ANM used to facilitate the connection of
DG is one of the first major steps in the transition from a
primarily passive DNO to the future vision of a Distribution
System Operator (DSO). The learning from the LCL project
makes a valuable contribution to this transition.
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6.3. Business implications
The sections below present recommendations from LCL in a
range of business areas.

Connection applications
Assessing ANM as an alternative to conventional
reinforcement means that DNOs must introduce new
processes and methods for DG connection applications.
The volume of applications is already imposing a significant
burden on DNOs and the obligation to provide a least-cost
connection offer within defined timescales limits the scope
for exploring alternatives. This challenge must be addressed
in a number of ways. The “screening” analysis performed
for this report is one method that DNOs might apply to help
identify where ANM may offer a valid alternative. However,
this does not remove the need for detailed analysis before
offering a DG connection using ANM. New tools and training
are required so that the DNO connections team understand
what is possible with ANM and can consider it as a quick
and simple option.

Network operation
Implementing ANM presents new challenges, and new
opportunities, in network operation. The DNO Control Room
must be aware of possible ANM control actions, which will
happen autonomously without their intervention. They must
also be aware of what intervention is possible and when
they may want to override ANM control. The ANM concept
is intended to reduce, or at least not increase, the burden on
the Control Room but it does mean the introduction of new
symbols, messages and responses.

Commercial arrangements
The connection of new DG using ANM requires new
commercial arrangements between DNOs and customers.
The requirements and challenges for these new contracts
have been explored in the LCL project and in other recent
projects, including UK Power Networks’ Flexible Plug
and Play project [Ref. 10] [Ref. 14]. The new commercial
arrangements must address the following:
 Principles of Access (PoA), i.e. which generators have
priority of access and how different generators are
controlled to manage different constraints on the
network;
 How and when future reinforcement would be
triggered. ANM may be used as an incremental step

in network development but as the network becomes
ever more heavily loaded it may reach the point where
reinforcement is more cost effective than the restrictions
imposed on customers by the constraints. However, the
viability or attractiveness of this reinforcement will depend
on how costs are assigned to different stakeholders; and
 The connection offer must provide enough information
for applicants to assess the implications for their projects,
technically and commercially. This means including clear
information on issues such as the proposed ANM scheme
operation and the estimated curtailment, with guidance
on why that may vary due to factors outside the DNO’s
control. Until ANM-based offers become the norm,
extensive dialogue between DNO and developer will be
necessary to ensure clarity.

Applicability to smaller generators
These recommendations are focused on G59 generators.
From the design and operational perspectives, the minimum
size of the generators that should be part of the ANMenabled connections scheme is dependent on the specific
case. The local network/area where the DG is situated is
more relevant than the size of the DG unit itself. However,
the use of ANM is sensible only where the balance between
benefits and costs is advantageous to customers. Active
control of G83 generators is potentially feasible but further
work would be required to develop interfaces and devices
that are fit for purpose. In addition to that, fundamental
market and regulatory changes may be required to permit
the necessary level of monitoring and control with the
smallest of generators.

Existing distributed generation
The focus of this report is on using ANM to facilitate the
connection of additional DG. However, with fault level
constraints, an ANM scheme may require monitoring
of the status of existing DG, as discussed in this report.
DNOs must consider the additional costs or inconvenience
on the existing DG customers that this requirement may
impose. This may even require changes to the connection
agreements of existing DG.
Currently, when DG is decommissioned, there is no
systematic way of releasing the contracted network capacity
back to the network for other DG to use. Ongoing review of
existing connections is worthwhile as it could unlock extra
capacity for new DG wanting to connect. Furthermore, by
using ANM or the latest connection agreements, the new
DG may provide more useful support to the network.
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Customer engagement

Business processes and facilities

For various reasons, there is a requirement for DNOs
to engage with existing as well as new DG customers.
This already happens in various ways but the particular
requirements for ANM, including monitoring and control,
mean that a new emphasis and new relationships may be
required. This engagement should include providing clear
descriptions of the business case for participation in ANM
scheme, highlighting the benefits to customers as well as
how ANM will impose restrictions on their operation, which
will have implications for their use of DG. The LCL project
and these reports aid in this dissemination of knowledge
and understanding, within DNOs and beyond.

As the volume of DG grows, whether facilitated by ANM
or not, new processes and facilities for record keeping and
data sharing will help ensure all parts of the DNO business
receive the information they need to understand the
implications for their particular part of the business. This
must be complemented with the spread of new skills across
planning, operations, commercial, legal and other functions.
It is essential that DNOs are able to represent DG and
facilitating technologies such as ANM in their submissions
to the regulator as part of price control reviews and other
discussions. This will require DNOs and the regulator to
develop new financial models that fully represent the costs
and benefits of new options such as ANM.

Identifying wider benefits
Apart from facilitating new DG connections, or possibly also
new demand connections, the introduction of ANM offers
other potential benefits to the DNO, such as:
 Recognising an enhanced contribution of DG to security of
supply, as explored in Report A8 [Ref. 9];
 In network operation, exploiting the additional
measurements and control functionality made available
by an ANM scheme, especially when the network is
under stress; and
 Analysing the data from operational ANM schemes
to understand more fully the dynamic loading
of network assets and thereby manage their
maintenance or replacement.
Those responsible for planning and operating the network
must learn what opportunities there are with ANM and
exploit it more fully to deliver better network performance
at lower cost.
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7
Conclusions
The analysis and recommendations in this report complement the work on the Active Network Management (ANM) trials run
within the Low Carbon London (LCL) project.
In the original project design, ANM was expected to facilitate the connection of additional DG to the congested London
distribution network, where the main obstacles to additional DG connections are fault level constraints. Although no
opportunities were found to offer new flexible ANM-managed connections as part of a trial, the learning provided by the LCL
trials on DG behaviour and network constraints have been an important input to form the analysis and recommendations
presented in this report.
There are a number of specific areas where collaboration between DNOs and customer representatives will be beneficial.
This includes clarity on how ANM will control generation sites and detailed description of technical requirements from both
a network and a customer perspective to be able to implement ANM to address fault constraints. Eventually, this will lead to
content and wording of connection offers, where DG customers who operate across multiple DNO areas would benefit from
consistency of approaches. Analysis tools and methods are already shared across DNOs and the new approaches developed
to assess and quantify the benefits of ANM should be discussed and developed in collaboration with software providers and a
community of users.
It is recommended that DNOs explore how the outcomes of the LCL project can be applied to their particular network areas.
This will confirm the similarities between London and other urban networks, or expose the differences. All the relevant
stakeholders should be involved so that both customers and network operator can benefit from the use of ANM to facilitate
new DG connections and enhance network performance [Ref. 9]. The emphasis in this report has been on fault level, which is
most likely to be the binding constraint in urban networks, but the business implications of ANM are also valid where it is used
to mitigate thermal or voltage constraints.
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Glossary

ANM

Active Network Management

LCNF

Low Carbon Network Fund

ARC

Accelerating Renewable Connections

LCTs

Low Carbon Technologies

CB

Circuit Breaker

LPN

London Power Network

CBA

Cost Benefit Analysis

LTP

Long Term Parallel

CHP

Combined Heat and Power

LV

Low Voltage

DG

Distributed Generation

MD

Maximum Demand

DMS

Data Management System

MSS

Main Substation

DNO

Distribution Network Operator

MVA

Mega Volt Amp

DSO

Distribution System Operator

MW

Mega Watt

DSR

Demand Side Response

NPV

Net Present Value

EHV

Extra High Voltage

PI

Software tool for meter data storage

EMS

Energy Management System

PLE

Planning Load Estimate

EPN

Eastern Power Networks

PoA

Principles of Access

ETR 130

Engineering Technical Report 130

POC

Point of Connection

FCO

First Circuit Outage

PV

Photo Voltaic (solar panels)

F-factor

Ratio of capability of DSR to rated capacity
of DSR

RMS

Root Mean Square

FPP

Flexible Plug and Play

RPZ

Registered Power Zone

G59

Industry Standard for Generators >16A per
phase

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

G83

Industry Standard for Generators <16A per
phase

SG

Standby Generation

GIS

Geographically Integrated System

SPN

Southern Power Networks

HPs

Heat Pumps

STOR

Short Term Operating Reserve

HV

High Voltage

STP

Short Term Parallel

ICL

Imperial College London

UPS

Uninterruptible Power Supply

LCL

Low Carbon London
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Instrumenting
a Smart Grid

Electrification of heat

ANM/network operation

Electrification
of transport

Dynamic Time
of Use tariff

Energy efficiency

Demand Side
Response – demand

Demand Side
Response – generation

Smart meter

Network planning

Distributed Generation

Project Overview
Low Carbon London, UK Power Networks’ pioneering learning programme funded by Ofgem’s Low Carbon Networks Fund, has
used London as a test bed to develop a smarter electricity network that can manage the demands of a low carbon economy
and deliver reliable, sustainable electricity to businesses, residents and communities.
The trials undertaken as part of LCL comprise a set of separate but inter-related activities, approaches and experiments. They
have explored how best to deliver and manage a sustainable, cost-effective electricity network as we move towards a low
carbon future. The project established a learning laboratory, based at Imperial College London, to analyse the data from the
trials which has informed a comprehensive portfolio of learning reports that integrate LCL’s findings.
The structure of these learning reports is shown below:

A1

A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

Residential Demand Side Response for outage management and as an alternative
to network reinforcement
Residential consumer attitudes to time varying pricing
Residential consumer responsiveness to time varying pricing
Industrial and Commercial Demand Side Response for outage management
and as an alternative to network reinforcement
Conflicts and synergies of Demand Side Response
Network impacts of supply-following Demand Side Response report
Distributed Generation and Demand Side Response services for smart Distribution Networks
Distributed Generation addressing security of supply and network reinforcement requirements
Facilitating Distribution Generation connections
Smart appliances for residential demand response

Electrification of
Heat and Transport

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

Impact and opportunities for wide-scale Electric Vehicle deployment
Impact of Electric Vehicles and Heat Pump loads on network demand profiles
Impact of Low Voltage - connected low carbon technologies on Power Quality
Impact of Low Voltage - connected low carbon technologies on network utilisation
Opportunities for smart optimisation of new heat and transport loads

Network Planning
and Operation

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Use of smart meter information for network planning and operation
Impact of energy efficient appliances on network utilisation
DNO Learning Report on Network impacts of energy efficiency at scale
Network state estimation and optimal sensor placement
Accessibility and validity of smart meter data

Distributed
Generation and
Demand Side
Response

A2
A3
A4
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